Instructions for Completing this Form

Schedule G: Monetary Contributions over $100

This schedule is a statement of the information on contributions, receipts, expenditures and loan transactions for the reporting period.

**REQUIRED INFORMATION**

**Line 1:** Enter the total number of contributors itemized on Schedule A, and the total dollar amount of itemized contributions received this period [the amount shown at bottom of the last page of Schedule A].

**Line 2:** Enter the total number of In-Kind contributors itemized on Schedule B and the total dollar amount of itemized In-Kind contributions received this period [the amount shown at bottom of the last page of Schedule B].

**Line 3:** Enter total number of contributors and the total dollar amount of contributions received this period from contributors who gave monetary contributions $100 or less and whose contribution this election cycle (the current reporting year for political committees) is less than $100.

**Line 4:** Enter total number of In-Kind contributors and the total dollar amount of In-Kind contributions received this period for contributors who gave In-Kind contributions $100 or less and that contributor’s aggregate contribution this election cycle (the current reporting year for political committees) is less than $100.

**Line 5:** Add lines 1, 2, 3 and 4 - enter total.

**Line 6:** Enter total of other receipts [the amount shown at bottom of the last page of Schedule C].

**Line 7:** Enter the amount from Line 2.

**Line 8:** Enter the amount from Line 4.

**Line 9:** Enter the total amount of expenditures [shown at the bottom of the last page of Schedule D.]

**Line 10:** Add lines 7, 8 and 9 - enter total.

**Line 11:** Enter amount listed on line 15 of last report.

**Line 12:** Enter total loans received this period [the amount shown at bottom of part I of Schedule E].

**Line 13:** Add lines 11 and 12 - enter subtotal.

**Line 14:** Enter total loans repaid this period [the amount shown at bottom of part II of Schedule E].

**Line 15:** Subtract line 14 from line 13 – enter difference.